
Product Specifications
Heavy Duty Chequer Plate Steel

570mm Long x 216mm Wide x 204mm Deep

Yellow with High Visibility Red Teeth - PPC

Surface Mounted, Ideal for Concrete Applications

17Kg

Warning Signs, Speed Ramp

Material

Dimensions

Finish

Installation

Weight

Optional Extras

5850 Surface Mounted Flow Plates
SURFACE MOUNTED FLOW PLATES

5850 Surface Mounted Flow Plates

          01977 701566           info@gmcfabservices.co.uk           www.gmcfabservices.co.uk
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Secure | Simple | Cost Effective | Easy To Use

The 5850 surface mounted traffic flow control plates 
are bolted down to existing road surfaces where a 
substantial foundation/surface is already in place. 
No excavation of the road surface is required. A 
sophisticated inbuilt spring action ensures that the 
5850 returns to the upright position after a vehicle has 
passed over it.

Constructed from heavy steel, the flow control plate 
is designed to encourage a mono-directional flow of 
traffic, as well as deterring vehicles from entering if 
traveling from the opposing direction. Not suitable for 
heavy goods vehicles (Max 7.5 Tonne). We highly 
recommend the use of speed ramp and warning 
signage in conjunction with flow plates.

The 5850 surface mounted flow plate 
is an ideal solution for controlling one 
way traffic and is suitable for use on 
sloped entry or exit roads, in
multi-story car parks or for economy 
projects.

Parking and access control equipment manufactured in the UK

Surface Flow Plates

5850

5850 Surface Mounted Flow Plates

The 5850 surface mounted flow plate is an ideal solution for controlling one way traffic and is suitable for use on sloped entry or exit roads, in 
multi-story car parks or for economy projects.

The 5850 surface mounted traffic flow control plates are bolted down to existing road surfaces where a substantial foundation/surface is 
already in place. No excavation of the road surface is required. A sophisticated inbuilt spring action ensures that the 5850 returns to the 
upright position after a vehicle has passed over it.

Constructed from heavy steel, the flow control plate is designed to encourage a mono-directional flow of traffic, as well as deterring 
vehicles from entering if traveling from the opposing direction. Not suitable for heavy goods vehicles (Max 7.5 Tonne). We highly recommend 
the use of speed ramp and warning signage in conjunction with flow plates.

Finish

Heavy Duty Chequer Plate SteelMaterial

Dimensions 570mm Long x 216mm Wide x 204mm Deep

Yellow with High Visibility Red Teeth - PPC

Installation Surface Mounted, Ideal for Concrete Applications

17KgWeight

Optional Extras Warning Signs
Speed Ramp
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5850 Surface Mounted Flow Plates

The 5850 surface mounted flow plate is an ideal solution for controlling one way traffic and is suitable for use on sloped entry or exit roads, in 
multi-story car parks or for economy projects.

The 5850 surface mounted traffic flow control plates are bolted down to existing road surfaces where a substantial foundation/surface is 
already in place. No excavation of the road surface is required. A sophisticated inbuilt spring action ensures that the 5850 returns to the 
upright position after a vehicle has passed over it.

Constructed from heavy steel, the flow control plate is designed to encourage a mono-directional flow of traffic, as well as deterring 
vehicles from entering if traveling from the opposing direction. Not suitable for heavy goods vehicles (Max 7.5 Tonne). We highly recommend 
the use of speed ramp and warning signage in conjunction with flow plates.
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